
FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER



BRIEF HISTORY OF ASPS

● ASPS in Italian means Association for Space Propulsion Develo-
pment

● ASPS was founded in 1979 in Rome, with the goal of discovering 
new forms of propulsion really alternate to rocketry. Conventional 
astronautics, after almost 50 years from historic Moon landing, 
hasn't been capable yet to set a permanent outpost on our Moon. In 
1992 ASPS invented an electromagnetic propellantless thruster 
called PNN that can revolutionize space exploration. PNN is the 
Italian acronym for Non Newtonian Propulsion.

● In the early phase of research, approximately during  the 80s , the 
Association tried to work around the Third Law of Motion by 
using mechanical devices.  The idea was to create  a delay bet-
ween an action force and its reaction force in an enclosed system: 
during said delay, a movement in space should be observed. After 
a long series of experiments, ASPS built  a device capable of de-
laying the propagation of the recoil and thus the application of the 
reaction force. This device has been called Spazio Cosmico 23 
alfa, or SC23/a (see picture). Unfortunately ASPS has discovered 
that, as mechanical system,  SC23/a does not comply with Super-
position principle, hence it was unusable as practical thruster. This 
is why they’ve decided to move on and search for different roads. 
We can call this stage Mechanical PNN,or PNN-M



BRIEF HISTORY OF ASPS

● The Association then transposed, in 1992, the concept behind 
PNN-M to electrodynamics. In 1998 a patent for a method to pro-
duce electromagnetic thrust was granted. The result was the birth, 
in 2001, of SC23, a new kind of device that actually can violate  
Newton’s third law.. The prototype emits electromagnetic fields 
which interact to generate a force.  By exploiting the interaction 
between those fields  the reaction force can be set to null or at lea-
st heavily reduced whilst action force can be boosted. The PNN 
thruster can work as long as the energy source is active. It doesn’t 
require to expel mass because since its “reaction” mass is the ma-
gnetic field, it virtually doesn’t exists until emitted, therefore the 
reaction mass is the energy source itself!. The PNN-E is, quoting 
Emidio Laureti, “the Sacred Grail of propulsion”. 
It really is the Holy Grail because the implications in space pro-
pulsion are paramount:  a ship equipped with PNN-E drive can th-
rust as long as the energy source is functioning. This means that it 
can reach speeds that are inconceivable for modern astronautics: 
theoretically we can even start talking about FTL travels! Moreo-
ver as long as the energy source is active the ship can visit diffe-
rent celestial bodies in a single misson, without being bonded to 
fuel availability, small speeds and the need of gravitational sling-
shots.

● In the early 2000s, ASPS looked for investors. In 2005, it held a 
roadshow at Sheraton Hotel in Rome, also attended by Boeing re-
presentative Leo Dadone (in the picture he's on the right, next to 
Emidio Laureti). 

● Complete history in:

● Struggle for financing Part I

● Struggle for financing Part II

● Struggle for financing Part III

https://neolegesmotus.com/2015/07/08/the-struggle-for-financing/
https://neolegesmotus.com/2015/07/12/the-struggle-for-financing-part-ii/
https://neolegesmotus.com/2015/07/12/the-struggle-for-financing-part-iiI/


BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

The claims:

● The device generates an usable force as a resultant of the Lorentz forces that act on two arms of a V-shaped dipole

● The thrust is not produced by photon recoil

● It’s working principle is based on the concept that the Lorentz forces exist in open circuits too but they’re too weak to be detected. 
However, through field self-interaction it is possibile to strengthen them and make them appreciable and therefore exploitable.

● The resultant force is a net thrust that can be exploited to propel a spacecraft without expelling reaction mass. At the moment this force is 
small, but enough to be already competitive with ion engines.

● With enough power and suitable materials that can endure high currents and frequencies, the thrust could be significantly strenghtened as 
there are wide margins of improvement

● After the engine is turned off, the device doesn’t go immediately to rest, but it remains tilted for some time as if it kept pushing, then it 
slowly comes back to the starting position.

● Reaction force appears to not be present



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

● In short, a PNN thruster is a V-shaped dipole, fed through a 
coaxial cable at its vertex (Figure 1).  It's an antenna that must 
work backwards: ideally it must focus all the e.m field inside the 
dipole instead of irradiating it

● Given a power supply frequency, the length of the arms must be 
such that by varying their length, a suitable resonance frequency is 
found. The angle 2α is the angle at the vertex of the dipole where 
α + α are the angles formed by the bisector at the vertex angle of 
the V dipole. The vertex angle can theoretically be of any 
amplitude between 0 degrees and 180 degrees .

● The two arms by emitting electromagnetic waves can interact with 
each other through the magnetic field emitted this way: the e.m. 
wave. emitted by arm A hits arm B and the e.m. wave emitted by 
the arm B hits the arm A causing, with the current in the arms as 
in fig, 2 and fig.3 of the Lorentz forces, that is a self interaction 
between the 2 open circuits A and B. By applying the 
parallelogram law, the resultant of the forces A and B is a 
resultant force Fr

● As imaginable, the closer you get to the vertex, the stronger will 
get the Lorentz force. Therefore most of the thrust will be 
obtained nearby the feedpoint.

● The PNN thruster used at Roadshow of October 31st 2020 was fed 
with a sine wave at 432Mhz with 250W power



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

● The constructive scheme of the dipole

● CX = Coaxial cable

● LW = Litz Wire

● FE = Ferrites

● Fa / Fb = Lorentz forces on arms a / b

● FR = Resultant force of Fa and Fb



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

Overview of the thruster locked in a frame. The grey pipes around the frame are used to discharge hot air during the test when the box is closed. This is 
to prevent a “hot air baloon” effect that might distort the test results on the scale.



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

● Close ups of the thruster vertex and a close view of the Litz wire 
used to form the dipole



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

Test setup.

In the left picture: signal generator, preamplifier and amplifier that feed a 432 Mhz sine wave at 600W to the prototype through a coaxial cable. 
In the right picture, shielding of the equipment from the e.m field of F432



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

The dipole thrust cannot be easily detected at naked eye for two 
reasons:

1) It’s too small to be noticed

2) Observers must keep a safety distance from the prototype while in 
operation to avoid dangerous irradiation (field detector measured 50 
V/m at about 3-3,5 meters)

Therefore ASPS adopted the experimental setup in the picture.

The thruster is hung on the structure by its power supply cable. Below 
the device it is attached a 1 meter long rod that will be used as a 
pendulum. Most of the rod is made out of wood, but the final trait is a 
metal wire to thin the projected shadow.

The rod terminates at the level of a box wrapped in tinfoil (always to 
shield the devices from irradiation) where it’s enclosed a laser beam 
projector.

The laser beam is projected on the wall behind and the pendulum 
shadow is centered in the middle by adjusting the box position.

Once the device is powered -for about 30” to 1′ – the thrust will be 
observed through the movement of the pendulum shadow on the laser 
beam, from left to right.

Once the device is powered off, the same method is used to observe 
the delay of the thruster in returning to a resting state.



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

In the picture on the left, close up of the laser box and the pendulum rod. In the one on the right, the pendulum shadow inside the laser 
beam projected on the wall



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

The second test is the observation of the Lorentz force that acts on a 
single arm by using the setup in the picture.

Where:

CX = Coaxial cable

LW = Litz Wire

ST = lock for second arm

F = Lorentz force

AS = pendulum rod

LR = laser beam

IR = projected index



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

● At the exit of the CX coaxial cable, a long rod of non-conductive 
material is hung from the arm Ia and is positioned vertically in the 
same direction as the force of gravity and can oscillate due to the 
flexibility of the Litz Wire while the other arm lb is kept locked 
with the ST brackets to form an angle 2α with the previous arm.

● Part of the wire protection of the right arm has been removed to 
make it more flexible

● A string on the left arm keeps it in position.

● The test procedure is identical: the dipole is powered for a period 
between 30” and 1′.

● During this period the right arm of the dipole, that is free to move, 
will tilt to the right according to the direction of the Lorentz force 
that acts on it. The movement is then observed through the 
projected shadow of the pendulum on the laser beam.

● When the power supply is switched off, the free arm will remain 
tilted for about 10 minutes, then it will slowly return in position 
according to the observations made with the thruster.



DEMONSTRATION OF THE EXISTENCE OF LORENTZ FORCES IN PNN V-DIPOLES

By Emidio Laureti:

Let's imagine that the PNN V-dipole instead of having a large angle 
(about 28 degrees in F432 at the vertex) has one degree !!! .. I repeat 
1 degree !!

Then the V-dipole circuit is highly mismatched and unsuitable to 
function as an antenna! But the Lorentz forces present cause the two 
arms to repel each other, with the usual configuration in Figures 2 and 
3..



DEMONSTRATION OF THE EXISTENCE OF LORENTZ FORCES IN PNN V-DIPOLES

.. such configuration is typical of the half wave dipole with the arms 
at a flat angle.

These repulsive forces tend to widen the angle at the vertex.

And this does not happen due to photonic recoils but because THERE 
ARE LORENTZ FORCES normal to the two arms! (I invite you to 
DO an experimental test to convince yourself)

The two equal and opposite forces with the vertex angle of 1 
degree ARE VECTORS and no longer form an angle of 180 
degrees between them but of 179 degrees and therefore have a 
resultant NOT NULL!

The object is a highly DISADAPTED  antenna and therefore unable 
to function as an antenna .... But it VIOLATES THE PRINCIPLE OF 
ACTION AND REACTION because the two Lorentz forces added 
together as vectors have a NOT null resultant!

FIGURE 5 for those who want to experiment it and apply a healthy 
principle of experimentation and not a NON EXPERIMENTAL 
preconception



BEHIND PNN: THE FIELD SELF-INTERACTION ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTER

The issues:

● Further experiments must be conducted to exclude thermal deformations or other misleading problems. For the moment, the following tests 
have been conducted (more informations here):

● Put the prototype on a scale and make it generate thrust upward and then downward (that is, the dipole vertex is oriented 
upward and then downward). The tests detected respectively a weight reduction when the thrust is upward and a 
weight increase when it’s downward. This could exclude mistaking for thrust a thermal deformation of the coaxial 
feeding cable when the prototype is on the ballistic pendulum.

● Punch holes in the coverage box to avoid that the air inside that is heated by the dipole might trigger a “blimp”effect: the 
grey plastic pipes you can notice in the thruster framework are the air outlets. However it seems this eventuality can 
be ruled out since when the prototype thrusts downward the weight on the scale still increases

● Enclose the prototype in a plastic bag to rule out any movement by hot air currents. The device behavior doesn’t vary.

● The whole setup is, as you can see, made with DIY materials, like wood. There’s the need to rebuild the system with more suitable 
materials, from the ballistic pendulum to the ferrites, that are the general ones without specifications sold in stores.

● There is a need for specific testing instruments, for example a field detector small enough that can be placed between the dipoles, as close as 
possbile to the vertex

● Lot of the input power is lost with irradiation and overheating

● The prototype can operate for about one minute, then it must be turned off to let it cool down

Complete description of PNN working principle 

https://neolegesmotus.com/2020/11/02/field-self-interaction-electromagnetic-thruster/


VIOLATION OF MOMENTUM CONSERVATION IN HIGH ENERGY COLLIDERS

● Momentum conservation is violated in high-energy colliders in a 
way that has several similarities to PNN (Non-Newtonian 
Propulsion). The violation both in the Collider and in the PNN is 
implemented through the sum of the total impulses.

● Emidio Laureti writes: I would like to point out that the V shape is 
not the only one I have dedicated myself to the PNN devices I have 
experimented. Not only there are ten other configurations (the last 
is PNN Subitam) not published yet … but also others that I don’t 
take into account because they are less efficient but still violate 
Newton’s third principle…Configurations that, I repeat, are 
currently less effective for me than the V-shaped ones but still 
violate the 3rd… That is, CURVILINEAR DIPOLES with arched 
arms where each arm corresponds more or less TO A LENGTH 
between 1/6 and ¼ of a circumference as in the picture



VIOLATION OF MOMENTUM CONSERVATION IN HIGH ENERGY COLLIDERS

Emidio Laureti writes:

● I would like to point out that finally ALSO elsewhere there is talk 
about the violation of momentum in systems that only apparently 
are not correlated to V-dipoles.

● In fact, I repeat that in V-shaped dipoles there is a violation of 
momentum without expulsion of e.m. waves. which incidentally 
should also violate the p = E / c with p> E / c (for the Lorentz 
forces much greater than the forces based on photonic recoils for 
the same energy used), that is, in order to conserve the momentum 
the V-dipole should radiate more e.m waves from the recoil than 
the arms can produce….

● Therefore comically going from the “forced” conservation of 
momentum to the violation of energy conservation

● In fact, the QCD colliders resemble the arc dipoles illustrated 
above, that is, what happens in the trajectories that precede the 
collisions between high energy particles. Both experimental 
situations DO NOT INCIDENTALLY violate the conservation of 
momentum in the TOTAL SUM.

● And the analogies are broad and interesting and are accepted not 
because they have been theoretically predictable in colliders but 
because they come with the shameless experimental evidence that 
identically PNN manifests by violating the conservation of 
momentum.



VIOLATION OF MOMENTUM CONSERVATION IN HIGH ENERGY COLLIDERS

High Energy Physics – Phenomenology

[Submitted on 8 Apr 2018 (v1), last revised 30 May 2018 (this 
version, v2)]

Momentum Sum Rule Violation in QCD at High

Energy Colliders and Confinement

Gouranga C Nayak

Momentum sum rule in QCD is widely used at high energy colliders. 
Although the exact form of the confinement potential energy is not 
known but the confinement potential energy at large distance r can not 
rise slower than ln(r). In this paper we find that if the confinement 
potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster) then 
the momentum sum rule in QCD is violated at the high energy 
colliders if we consider the hadron size as infinite.

For finite size hadron we find that the momentum sum rule in QCD is 
violated at the high energy colliders for any form of the confinement 
potential energy.

Comments:2 New Sections, 13 pages latex

Subjects: HHigh Energy Physics – Phenomenology (hep-ph); High 
Energy Physics – Lattice (hep-lat); Nuclear Theory (nucl-th)

Cite as: arXiv:1804.02712 [hep-ph]



VIOLATION OF MOMENTUM CONSERVATION IN HIGH ENERGY COLLIDERS

By Emidio Laureti:

Quantum chromodynamics, abbreviated to QCD, is the physical theory that describes the strong interaction. In practice, the sum rule of 
momentum is violated for any form of potential confinement energy since it does not depend on the confinement potential (and PNN says this) 
but on the sum of the Lorentz forces between the arms of the colliders where the charges move. In detail, the charges confined in motion in the 
arms produce magnetic fields which interact with other charges in motion in the arms as illustrated in the curvilinear dipoles…

And again in https://inspirehep.net/literature/1666841 (with 30 references in the bibliography) there is a similarity with the procedure of 
violation of momentum by the PNN.

For now, I preface that the motion of particles or antiparticles in the arms (4 arms of 90 degrees make a circumference) are movements of 
charges similar to open circuits whose curvature of the trajectory is forced by the confinement potential. Even in a circular sector arc of 180 
degrees the charges between 0 and 90 degrees generate magnetic fields that interfere not only with those in motion between 91 degrees and 180 
degrees. The event also occurs on shorter arcs of pi radians as in the curvilinear dipoles drawn in figure b where the sum of two arcs of arms A 
and B is roughly 160 degrees. In practice, multiple perturbations that have the identical outcome as the V or arc dipole of violating Newton’s III 
in the SUM of the Lorentz force vectors and consequently the conservation of momentum.

In these colliders then, at least as far as I know, motions of positive and negative charges are possible with the effect that we could theoretically 
have a sum of forces that are not only directed outside the collider’s curvature but also inside.

In summary, since the collider charges are naturally assimilable in the motion to open-circuits with curved sections, we will see a set of 
resulting sum of all types and much more complicated and complex than those of the V-dipoles.

Now, if the violation of momentum is accepted and ASSESSED for these high energy QCD charge motions with curved trajectory I can’t see 
why the violation of momentum by the charges (current) in motion inside the V-dipole should be outrageous.

Also note that the term High Energy Collider means charges with more kinetic energy and therefore more speed… Equivalent to saying that 
with more current in the V-dipoles, the violation of Newton’s III and momentum is best measured by having more current in the dipole arms.



THE NEW PNN SUBITAM CLASS

Subitam is capable of exceeding 4 grams of thrust. As always, the power has been cut off quickly to avoid overheating, so this is not the 
maximum thrust that it can supply.

The first Subitam-class thruster is SUB321

Here’s the translation of Laureti’s words. Please notice that some parts are omissed for protecting the patent and the know-how:

The violability of Newton’s second law of dynamics is demonstrated through the thrust of the PNN SUB321 prototype on a scale plate sin-
ce the thrust increases with the same energy delivered in UHF. 
SUB321 is the first PNN prototype made without igneous components that tend to burn if the heat produced in the PNN thrust phase is not 
dissipated.

The prototype weighs about …

OMITTED FOR KNOW HOW RETENTION – part of details only on Nova Astronautica January-February-March 2021 n.167.

SUB321 is made of steel, aluminum, copper, fiberglass, ferrites, other materials OMITTED due to patent reservation and unfortunately 
insulators. And if you don’t cool down the insulators sooner or later they start to collapse at around 200°C. They basically start smoking 
before carbonization.
The terrific fact is that it has been REVERIFIED that SUB321 thrust is increasing with time.

If the thrust were linear with time, according to the observations made for over 120 seconds the take off could achieved in about 2 hours 
and 33 minutes!

But a non-linearity was verified for the first time when the boost from 0 grams reaches 1 gram and when from 1 gram it reaches 2 grams 
(thrust read on the display of the shielded Kern electronic scale).



THE NEW PNN SUBITAM CLASS

In reality, given the different spacing between the SUB321 and the counterweights with respect to the fulcrum, the variation in thrust of 1 
gram read on the display corresponds to approximately 1.78 grams of real thrust of the prototype!

And this despite a power supply …

OMITTED FOR KNOW HOW RETENTION – part of details only on Nova Astronautica January-February-March 2021 n.167.

… as mentioned before, the take off would be at about 2 hours and 33 minutes and therefore the II law of dynamics (F = ma) is violated 
since the thrust is increasing at the same power output of 250 watts (about) in UHF.
Now, with the extension of the ignition times it has been discovered that the thrust is also non-linear!

Those who do not believe in the violation of F = ma can come and see it in an upcoming PNN Roadshow after the one held on October 
31st 2020 about the violation of the principle of action and reaction.
But they have to bring e.m shielding clothes if, given the exposure time, they want to avoid slow cooking and don’t want to end up in the 
emergency room. 

As shown in the figure (OMITTED), the prototype hangs on an arm A. On the other arm B there are counterweights heavier than the 
weight of the prototype so that in the end they weigh just over 23 grams on the scale dish.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP Figure Omitted – only on Nova Astronautica n. 167

The whole shielding structure was suggested by engineer Mario Massa about 2 years ago and also with my contribution adapted to the 
need. I must say that after all for what concerns the crippling of the paralytic Newton’s laws (unable to colonize neither Moon nor Mars) 
is the equivalent in the effects of the water buckets of Sister Cesarina.



THE NEW PNN SUBITAM CLASS

Because to shield the Kern scale a shoe box was used, lined with the aluminum foil that is used in the kitchen for food � �

About 20 seconds after 2 minutes of ignition (in total about 140 seconds!) The power was turned off. The thrust of SUB321 far exceeded 4 
grams!

During the shutdown phase, while the virtual mechanical energy decreased and the inertia changed, I RESTARTED for a few seconds to see 
how SUB321 reacted …

This was repeated in other tests as well.

The great maneuverability of the PNN engine is evident!

Reaction seems immediate off – on!

It looks as if you could turn at a sharp angle with a PNN thruster!

Video: Test Subitam

https://vimeo.com/538080112
https://vimeo.com/538080112


THE NEW PNN SUBITAM CLASS

Ionic propulsion is overtaken by the PNN. 
Everything happens through the violation or circumvention of the second law of dynamics by PNN, 
which  opens up to the possibility of interstellar flight and the colonization of Earth-like worlds.. 



SOME DISCUSSIONS IN NEWSGROUPS BY EMIDIO LAURETI 

 From the thread on NG  free.it.scienza.fisica entitled

The third principle of dynamics sometimes does not apply?

https://groups.google.com/forum/?hl=IT#!topic/free.it.scienza.fisica/eUUCW9P6NVA

On 27/04/16 20:00,  Giorgio Pastore wrote:

 

Interesting. It increases the personal statistics of people who should know it but they don't (about the possibility of violating the III principle of 
dynamics).

And many graduated in physics seem to ignore it (or to have forgotten it if they knew it in the past).

Your post confirms that this is a widespread gap. I also add that the electromagnetic case is not the only one.

It doesn't apply to apparent forces.

It doesn't apply to the case of forces that are not attributable to sums of couple interactions.

Giorgio Pastore (Professor at University of Trieste)



SOME DISCUSSIONS IN NEWSGROUPS BY EMIDIO LAURETI 

A webpage by Professor Elio Fabri, former professor at University of Pisa with whom I've had countless controversies form many years (over 
15 years) about the violability of Newton third principle. At least in Italy recently he has become the best academic propagandist of the 
violability in electrodynamics of the principle of action and reaction

 

With this paper basically he practically dismantles years and years of controversies with the undersigned

Source (in Italian)

More at http://www.asps.it/pnndatabase.htm

http://www.sagredo.eu/varie/terzopr-em.pdf
http://www.asps.it/pnndatabase.htm


FIRST PATENT IN 1998

For the first PNN system based on the violation of the principle of 
action and reaction whose patent filing was made on April 22nd 1998 
with application number 000250 was granted on March 16th 2000 
with the specification: THIS PATENT IS GRANTED FOR 
INDUSTRIAL INVENTION:

"Electromagnetic propulsion system"

with the number 01299427 Signed: the Director of Division XIX 
Giovanna Morelli and delivered on April 26, 2000 by the Director of 
UPICA Cesare A. Gasperini General Officer.

Here is the document certifying the concession.

Footage of a test of 1998 PNN back in 2005

https://vimeo.com/385847494
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